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Why is rhyme important? When children are familiar with a nursery rhyme or 
rhyming book, they learn to anticipate the rhyming word. This prepares them to make 
predictions when they read, another important reading skill. ... It can help children 
understand that words that share common sounds often share common letters
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Blending- put the sounds together to read
Segmenting- take the sounds apart to spell 
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These are the phase 2 sounds. Try not to say ‘uh’ after the sound. E.g. ‘ssssss’ not 
‘suh’
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Blending is putting sounds together to make a word. 
To start with do this aloud. Say each sound once. Repeat closer together until they 
merge into the word. 
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We focus a lot on reading and spelling consonant- vowel- consonant words in phase 
2. 
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Sound buttons- chn use these when writing as a way of helping to spot di-graphs (2 
letters= one sound). 
Dots under single sounds, lines uner di-graphs and x under tricky letters (go no to the)
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Segmenting- say the sounds to spell the word
Phoneme frame (boxes) help to ensure all three sounds are heard
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One sound per box. This could be more than one letter.
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These are exception words that don’t work I the children try to sound them out. They 
need to recognise them on sight. 
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Digraph- 2 letters= 1 sound
Trigraph- 3 letters= 1 sound
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Phase 3 sounds
End of year expectation that chn get to end of phase 3
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Phase 3 tricky words
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Phase 5- mostly year 1
Phase 6- year 2 grammar and spelling focus
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Make it fun!
Colours go pink-red-yellow
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Brave monkey Bounce
Bounce goes from the top of the line – tall letters are tall
Skip goes from half way down- short letters are short
Scared monkey Skip
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Start with large movements, move down to smaller ones. 
Final writing movements just involve the two pinch fingers controlling the pencil 
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These will be emailed out as we cover them. 
Each family has a story to go with it
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Writing inside and out. Draw the tree to help control letter size.
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Children make rapid progress. 
If the physical side of writing becomes automatic then they can concentrate on the 
content and can write 
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